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1 The problem of the lexical
categories

1.1 A theoretical lacuna

It is ironic that the first thing one learns can be the last thing one understands.
The division of words into distinct categories or “parts of speech” is one of
the oldest linguistic discoveries, with a continuoustradition going back at least
to theTéchnē grammatikē of Dionysius Thrax (c. 100 BC) (Robins1989: 39).
Dionysius recognized that some words (ónoma, alias nouns) inflected for case,
whereas others (rhēma, alias verbs) inflected for tenseandperson. Thismorpho-
logical distinctionwas correlatedwith the fact that the nouns signified “concrete
or abstract entities” and the verbs signified “an activity or process performed or
undergone.” Thehistoricalprecedenceof this linguistic insight is often recapitu-
lated in contemporary education: oftenwhen students enter their first linguistics
class, one of the few things they know about grammar is that some words are
nouns, others are verbs, and others are adjectives. Linguistics classes teach them
many fascinating things that go far beyond these basic category distinctions.
But when those classes are all over, students often know little more about what
it means to be a noun, verb, or adjective than they did at first, or indeed than
Dionysius did. At least that was true of my education, and of the way that I
learned to educate others.
For many years, most of what the Principles and Parameters (P&P) tradition

of Generative Syntax has had to say about the lexical categories is that they are
distinguished by having different values for the two binary distinctive features
+/−N and+/−V in the following way (Chomsky1970).1

1 Chomsky (1970) did not, in fact, include adpositions in his feature system at first. The gap
was filled in by Jackendoff (1977), in light of his influential view (which I argue against in the
appendix) that prepositions constitute a fourth lexical category.
More recent sources that use essentially this feature system include Stowell (1981), Fukui

and Speas (1986), and Abney (1987). Fukui’s innovation was to extend Chomsky’s feature
system from the lexical categories to the functional ones. Abney’s goal is similar, except that
he suppresses the feature+/−verbal, making it difficult to account for the difference between
nouns and adjectives or between verbs and prepositions in languages where these are distinct.
See section1.3 below for Jackendoff’s (1977) alternative system and others related to it.
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2 The problem of the lexical categories

(1) a +N,−V = noun
b −N,+V = verb
c +N,+V = adjective
d −N,−V = adposition (preposition and postposition)

But this theory is widely recognized to have almost no content in practice. The
feature system is not well integrated into the framework as awhole, in that there
are few or no principles that refer to these features or their values.2 Indeed, it
would goagainst thegrain of theMinimalist trend in linguistic theory (Chomsky
1995) to introduce extrinsic conditions that depend on these features. All the
features do is flag that there are (at least in English) four distinct lexical cate-
gories. Since4 is 22, two independent binary features are enough to distinguish
the four categories, but there is no compelling support for the particular way
that they are cross-classified in (1). By parallelism with the use of distinctive
features in generative phonology, one would expect the features to define natu-
ral classes of words that have similar distributions and linguistic behaviors. But
of the six possible pairs of lexical categories, only two pairs do not constitute
a natural class according to (1): {Noun, Verb} and{Adjective, Adposition}.
Yet these pairs do, in fact, have syntactic similarities that might be construed
as showing that they constitute a natural class. For example, both APs and PPs
can be appended to a transitive clause to express the goal or result of the action,
but NPs and VPs cannot:

(2) a John pounded the metal flat. (AP)
b John threw the ball into the barrel. (PP)
c ∗John pounded the metal a sword. (NP)
d ∗John polished the table shine. (VP)

In the same way, only adjectives and adpositions can modify nouns (the man in
the garden andthe man responsible) and only they can be preceded by measure
phrases (It is three yards long andHe went three yards into the water). All
told, there is probably as much evidence that adjective and adposition form a
natural class, as there is that noun and adposition do. The feature system in
(1) is thus more or less arbitrary. Stuurman (1985: ch.4) and Déchaine (1993:
sec.2.2) show that syntactic evidence can be found in favor of any logically
possible claim that two particular lexical categories constitute a natural class.

2 At one point, case theory was an exception to this. In the early1980s, it was common to say that
the−N categories could assign case, whereas the+N categories received case (Stowell1981).
That is not the current view however; rather, Ns and As license genitive case, which happens to
be spelled out asof in English (Chomsky1986b).
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Stuurman goes on to conclude that the idea of decomposing syntactic categories
into complexes of features is bankrupt.
Related to this is the fact that generative linguistics has been preoccupied

with explaining the similarities that hold across the lexical categories, and has
had little to say about their differences. X-bar theory, a central component
of the theory (at least until recently), clearly had this goal. Chomsky (1970)
introduced X-bar theory precisely to account for the observation that nouns
take the same rangeof complements and form the same types of phrases as
verbs do. From then till now, the job of X-bar theory has been to account for the
sameness of the various categories, but not for their differences. This is also true
of the extensive research on functional categories over the last two decades. A
common theme in this work, as initiated by Abney (1987), has been to account
for the structural parallels between clauses and nominals – for example, the
similarity of complementizers and case markers, of tense and determiners, and
of aspect andnumber.Much important insight has come from these two research
thrusts. But when one is steeped in these lines of work, it is easy to forget that
the various lexical categories also differ from one another, and the theory has
almost nothing to say about these differences. In most contexts, one cannot
swap a verb for a noun or an adjective and preserve grammaticality, and X-bar
theory and the theory of functional categories by themselves can never tell us
why. The time thus seems ripe to attend to the differences among the lexical
categories for a while.

1.2 Unanswerable typological questions concerning categories

A serious consequence of the underdevelopment of this aspect of syntactic
theory is that it leaves us ill equipped to do typology. The literature contains
many claims that one language has a different stock of lexical categories
from another. In many cases, these claims have caused controversy within the
descriptive traditions of the language families in question. Since there is no
substantive generative theory of lexical categories, we have no way to assess
these claims or resolve these controversies. Nor do wemake interesting predic-
tions about what the consequences of having a different set of basic categories
would be for the grammar of a language as a whole. Therefore, we cannot
tell whether or not there is any significant parameterization in this aspect of
language.
To illustrate this crucial issue inmore detail, let us consider the actual and po-

tential controversies that arise when trying to individuate the lexical categories



4 The problem of the lexical categories

in the Mohawk language. For example, does Mohawk have adjectives? The tra-
ditional Iroquoianist answer is a unanimous no; Mohawk has only stative verbs,
some of which are naturally translated as adjectives in English. The primary
evidence for this is that putative adjectives take the same agreement prefixes
and some of the same tense/aspect suffixes as uncontroversial intransitive
verbs:

(3) a ka-hútsi compare: t-a’-ka-yá’t-�’-ne’
NsS-black C IS-FACT-NsS-body-fall-PUNC
‘it is black’ ‘it (e.g. a cat) fell’

b ra-hútsi compare: t-a-ha-yá’t-�’-ne’
MsS-black C IS-FACT-MsS-body-fall-PUNC
‘he is black’ ‘he fell’ (ra → ha when not word-initial)

c ka-rák-Λ compare: t-yo-ya’t-�’-Λ
NsS-white-STAT C IS-NsO-body-fall-STAT
‘it is white’ ‘it has fallen’

d ka-huts´ı-(Ø)-hne’ compare: t-yo-ya’t-�’-�-hne’
NsS-black- C IS-NsO-body-fall-STAT-PAST
(STAT)-PAST

‘it was black’ ‘it had fallen’

The tradition of considering inflectional evidence of this kind as central to
judgments about category membership goes all the way back to Dionysius’s
Téchnē, and has been influential throughout the history of linguistics in the
West (Robins1989).
Putative adjectives are also like intransitive verbs in another way: they both

allow noun incorporation, a process by which the head noun of an argument of
the verb appears attached to the verb root to form a kind of compound (Mithun
1984; Baker1996b):

(4) a Ka-wis-a-h´utsi thı́k�.
NsS-glass-Ø-black that
‘That glass is black’

b T-a’-ka-wı́s-�’-ne’ thı́k�.
C IS-FACT-NsS-glass-fall-PUNC that
‘That glass fell.’

This seems to corroborate the claim that words likehutsi ‘black’ are verbs in
Mohawk.
Nevertheless, if “adjectives” are verbs in Mohawk, then they must be iden-

tified as a subclass that has some special properties. Adjectival roots cannot,
for example, appear in the punctual or habitual aspects, but only in the stative
aspect:
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(5) a ∗wa’-ká-rak-e’ compare: t-a’-ka-y´a’t-�’-ne’
FACT-NsS-white-PUNC C IS-FACT-NsS-body-fall-PUNC
‘it whited’ ‘it fell’

b ∗ká-rak-s compare: t-ka-y´a’t-�’-s
NsS-white-HAB C IS-NsS-body-fall-HAB
‘it whites’ ‘it falls’

This restricted paradigm does not follow simply from the semantic stativity of
words likerakΛ ‘(be) white’ because transitive stative predicates likenuhwe’
‘like’ can easily appear in all three aspects. Even when both “adjectives” and
verbs appear in the stative aspect, there are differences. Eventive verbs in stative
aspect always show what looks like object agreement with their sole argument
(see Ormston [1993] for an analysis consist with Baker [1996b]). In contrast,
adjectival verbs in stative aspect often show subject agreement with their sole
argument:

(6) a ka-rak-� (∗yo-rak-v NsO-white-STAT)
NsS-white-STAT
‘it is white’

b te-yo-hri’-u
DUP-NsS-shatter-STAT
‘it has/is shattered’

A more subtle difference between “adjectives” and (other) intransitive verbs
is that only “adjectives” permit a kind of possessor raising. When a noun is
incorporated into a word likerak ‘white’, that word can bear an animate object
agreement marker that is understood as expressing the possessor of the incor-
porated noun (see (7a)). Comparable eventive verbs allow simple noun incor-
poration, but they do not allow a similar animate object agreement marker, as
shown in (7b) (Baker1996b: ch.8.4).

(7) a Ro-nuhs-a-rák-� ne Shaw´atis.
MsO-house-Ø-white-STAT NE John
‘John’s house is white.’

b ∗Sak wa’-t-ho-wis-á-hri’-ne’.
Jim FACT-DUP-MsO-glass-Ø-break-PUNC
‘Jim’s glass broke.’

The unanswerable question, then, is this: do these differences justify posit-
ing a separate category of adjectives in Mohawk after all? Or do we con-
tinue to say that Mohawk has only verbs, but concede that there are two
subtypes of verbs, intransitive stative verbs and other verbs?Generative syntac-
tic theory gives no leverage on these questions, precisely because there are no
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principles of the theory that mention verbs but not adjectives or vice versa.
Therefore, the choice we make has no repercussions and makes no predic-
tions. In essence, the decision comes down to a matter of taste or terminology
(Schachter1985).
Similar issues arise concerning whether Mohawk has a distinct category

of adposition. Some Iroquoianists have argued that it does; others saythat
the putative adpositions are really stative verbs or derivational noun suffixes.
The best candidatesare four bound morphemes that have locative meanings:
-’ke/-hne ‘at,’ -ku ‘in,’ -oku ‘under,’ and-akta ‘near.’ (8) shows the results of
combining these elements with four representative nouns of Mohawk:

(8) ‘bed’ ‘box’ ‘table’ ‘car’
Ø ka-nákt-a’ o-’neróhkw-a’ atekhwára ká-’sere-’
‘at’ ka-nakt-á-’ke o-’nerohkw-á-’ke atekhwar´a-hne∗ ka-’sere-ht-á-’ke
‘in’ ka-nákt-a-ku o-’ner´ohkw-a-ku atekhwara-tsher-´a-ku ka-’seré-ht-a-ku
‘under’ ka-nakt-óku o-’nerohkw-óku atekhwara-tsher-´oku ka-’sere-ht-´oku
‘near’ ka-nakt-ákta o-’nerohkw-´akta atekhwara-tsher-´akta ka-’sere-ht-´akta

The attraction of saying that these locative morphemes are stative verbs comes
from the combinations in (8) having some of the same morphological pecu-
liarities as noun incorporation into verbs. Nouns that are historically derived
from verbs must be augmented by a “nominalizer” morpheme when they are
incorporated into a verb. Thus, -tsher is added toatekhwara ‘table’ in (9a),
-ht is added to‘sere ‘car’ in (9b), and nothing is added (9c).

(9) a �-k-atekhwara-tsher-úni-’
FUT-1sS-table-NOML -make-PUNC
‘I will make a table.’

b wa’-ke-’sere-ht-óhare-’
FACT-1sS-car-NOML -wash-PUNC
‘I washed the car.’

c wa’-ke-’nerohkw-a-hninu-’
FACT-1sS-box-Ø-buy-PUNC
‘I bought a box.’

The examples in (8) show that the same lexically idiosyncratic augments appear
when combining the locative elements with the nouns. Furthermore, when the
incorporated noun (plus augment, if any) ends in a consonant and the verb root
begins in a consonant, a special joiner vowel /a/ is inserted between the two
(e.g. (9c)); (8) shows that this rule also applies to locative elements. These
idiosyncrasies do not take place when other, clearly derivational suffixes are
added to nouns.
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Locative elements differ from stative verbs and derivational suffixes in other
respects however. For example, the inflectional prefix on the noun (usuallyka-
or o-) is lost when it is incorporated into a verb (see (9)), but not when it is
combined with a locative element, as shown in (8). (10) shows that even a
possessive prefix can show up on a noun-plus-locative form.

(10) Shawátis rao-’seré-ht-a-ku
John MsP-car-NOML -Ø-in
‘in John’s car’

This prefixrao- is phonologically distinct from any prefix that appears on true
verbs.
Nouns that combine with locative elements also acquire new distributional

possibilities. Nouns in Mohawk must normally be linked with a pronomi-
nal/agreement prefix on some verbal element in the clause. Thus (11b) is un-
grammatical, in contrast with (11c). However, (11a) shows that this requirement
does not hold of a noun plus a locative element.

(11) a Thı́k� o-nut-á-’ke yó-hskats ne okwire’-sh´u’a.
that NsO-hill-Ø-at NsO-be.pretty NE tree-PLUR

‘On that hill, the trees are pretty.’
b ∗Thı́k� onúta’, yó-hskats ne okwire’-sh´u’a.
That hill NsO-be.pretty NE tree-PLUR
‘As for that hill, the trees are pretty.’

c Thı́k� onúta’ yó-hskats.
That hill NsO-be.pretty
‘That hill is pretty.’

This difference in syntactic distribution is unexpected if the locative elements
are merely derivational morphemes that form nouns from nouns.
Overall, then, nouns with the locative endings are not exactly like stative

verbs, or simple nouns, or any other class of expressions in Mohawk. Again,
the question arises whether these facts are enough to justify positing a distinct
category of adposition for Mohawk. And again syntactic theory gives us little
help in answering the question.
Finally, we can ask whether there is a category distinction between nouns

and verbs in Mohawk. Most of the Iroquoianist literature says that there is, but
there are potential grounds for doubting this, and Sasse (1988) argues against a
distinction. Like verbs (and adjectives, if those are distinct), nouns can be used
as the main predicate of a clause, as shown in (12).
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(12) a Ka-núhs-a’ th´ık� o-’nerohkw-a’-k�ha.
NsS-house-NSF that NsO-box-NSF-former
‘That old box is a house.’ (a child’s play house, or a street person’s shelter)

b Ka-rák-� thı́k� o-’neróhkw-a’.
NsS-white-STAT that NsO-box-NSF
‘That box is white.’

There are also inflectional similarities between nouns and other categories.
Potential evidence for the standard view that nouns are a distinct category is the
fact that no tense/aspect marker can be attached to nouns, not even the stative:

(13) a ∗wa’-ká-nuhs-e’ punctual ‘it housed’
b ∗ka-núhs-ha’ habitual ‘it always houses’
c ∗(y)o-núhs-u stative ‘it is a house’
d ∗o-khwarı́-(Ø)-hne’ past ‘it was a bear.’

Furthermore, the pronominal/agreement prefixes that attach to nouns are
slightly different from the ones that attach to (adjectives and) verbs, as shown
in (14).

(14) a ka-núhs-a’ compare: ka-rák-�
NsS-house-NSF NsS-white-STAT
‘(it is a) house’ ‘it is white’

b ó-wis-e’ compare: yo-hnı́r-u
NsO-glass-NSF NsO-hard-STAT
‘(it is a) glass’ ‘it is hard’

c rao-núhs-a’ compare: ro-nuhs-a-rák-�
MsP-house-NSF MsO-house-Ø-white-STAT
‘(it is) his house’ ‘his house is white’

The prefixes that appear on nouns are notvery different from the prefixes that
attach on verbs, however. The nominal prefixes are cognates of the verbal ones:
they can be analyzed as having the same underlying form, the noun prefixes
being derived from the verb prefixes by morphophonological rules that delete
initial glides (as in (14b)) and that create diphthongs out of some simple vowels
(as in (14c)).
There are alsomore subtle parallelismsbetween the prefixes on nouns and the

prefixesonverbs.Anunaccusative verb (a verb that takesonly an internal, theme
argument) takes a prefix that expresses the person–number–gender properties of
its subject; typically the form is a “subject” agreement prefix ((15b)), although
some verbs are lexically marked as taking “object”agreement. In a similar
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way, a noun takes a prefix that expresses the person–number–gender properties
of its referent, typically with a “subject” agreement (15b), but sometimes
with an “object” agreement instead, depending on the particular noun root. A
goal or affected object argument can also be added to almost any verb; this
is always expressed as an “object” prefix (15a). In the same way, most nouns
can take a possessor, and this too is expressed with the relevant “object” prefix
((15a)).

(15) a akó-wis-e’ compare: t-a’-akó-hs-�’-s-e’.
FsP-glass-NSF C IS-FACT-FsO-Ø-fall-BEN-PUNC
‘her glass’ ‘it fell on her; she dropped it’

b ra-ksá’-a compare: t-a-ha-yá’t-�’-ne’.
MsS-child-NSF C IS-FACT-MsS-body-fall-PUNC
‘boy’ ‘he fell’

c ∗shako-ksá’-a compare: ∗t-a-shako-yá’t-�’-s-e’.
MsS/FsO-child-NSF C IS-FACT-MsS/FsO-body-fall-BEN-PUNC
‘her boy’ ‘he fell on her; she dropped him’

Given these generalizations, onewould think that nouns and unaccusative verbs
should also be able to bear explicitly transitive agreement prefixes, with the
subject factor of the prefix expressing the referent of the noun or the theme of
the verb, and the object factor expressing the possessor of the noun or the
affected object of the verb. But this is not so: transitive prefixes are impossible
on both nouns and unaccusative verbs, as shown in (15c). There is a rather
striking overall parallel between the inflection of nouns and the inflection of
unaccusative verbs in Mohawk, with the referent of the noun being analogous
to the theme of the verb, and the possessor of the noun being analogous to the
goal/affected object of the verb. This parallelism led me to propose that nouns
in Mohawk form the same kinds of syntactic structures as unaccusative verbs
(Baker1996b: ch.6). One could then take this one step further, and claim that
nouns actuallyare unaccusative verbs. In this view (roughly that of Sasse1988)
there would be no distinction between the two categories in Mohawk syntax,
but only at a superficial level of morphophonology.
This radical conclusion would be premature, however, since there are also

differences between nouns and unaccusative verbs. As mentioned above, an
important property of unaccusative verbs (including “adjectives”) in Mohawk
is that they allow their theme argument to be incorporated. In contrast, the
referent argument of a noun can never be incorporated into the noun, as shown
in (16).
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(16) a ∗Ka-’nerohkw-a-n´uhs-a’ (th´ık�). (compare (12a))
NsS-box-Ø-house-NSF that
‘That box is a house.’

b Ka-’nerohkw-a-rák-� (thı́k�)
NsS-box-Ø-white-STAT that
‘That box is white.’

In Baker (1996b), I had no explanation for this difference between nouns and
unaccusative verbs. Yet it does not seem to be an accidental difference; there
are quite a few languages that allow noun incorporation into verbs (Mithun
1984), but no known languages that allow noun incorporation into nouns. Such
a difference should ideally follow from a proper understanding of what it is
to be a noun as opposed to a verb. It does not, however, follow from a theory
that merely says that nouns are+N,−V and verbs are+V, −N. Nor does this
theory give any firm basis for deciding whether nouns are a distinct class of
heads from verbs in Mohawk or not.
I have lingered over the lexical category system ofMohawk because I believe

that the issues it raises are entirely typicalof those presented by other languages.
Many languages are said not to distinguish certain adjectives from stative in-
transitive verbs, including other Native American languages (Choctaw, Slave,
Mojave, Hopi, etc.) and some African languages (such as Edo and Yoruba)
(Dixon 1982; Schachter1985). Other languages are said not to distinguish ad-
jectives from nouns, including Quechua, Nahuatl, Greenlandic Eskimo, and
various Australian languages (Dixon1982; Schachter1985). But even in these
languages writers of dictionaries and grammars are often led to distinguish
“adjectival nouns” from other nouns or “adjectival verbs” from other verbs be-
cause of some subtle phenomena. There is also a great deal of uncertainty across
languages over what counts as an adposition as opposed to a noun suffix or de-
pendent verb form. Even the existence of a noun–verb contrast is controversial
in a few language families, most notoriously the Wakashan and Salish families
of the Pacific Northwest and some Austronesian languages (Schachter1985).
These controversies typically hinge on disagreements about what importance
to assign to different kinds of evidence, such as inflectional paradigms, deriva-
tional possibilities, syntactic distribution, and semantically oriented factors.
The general problem of distinguishing categories from subcategories in a prin-
cipled way has been observed by typologists like Schachter (1985: 5–6) and
Croft (1991), among others. Since generative theory offers no decisive way to
resolve these questions, we are left not knowing whether there is significant
crosslinguistic variation in this respect or not, and if so what its repercussions
are. This is a fault that I wish to remedy.
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1.3 Categories in other linguistic traditions

Before embarking on a large-scale effort to fill this theoretical gap in the
Chomskian framework, it is worth briefly surveying other approaches to see
if they have already resolved these issues in a satisfactory way. If so, it could be
a waste of time to develop a theory from scratch; the sensible thing to do would
be to switchto another theory, or at least to co-opt some of its ideas. A quick
survey suggests, however, that other approaches are not substantially ahead of
the P&P tradition in this respect.
While he accepts the same theoretical presuppositions as Chomsky (1970),

Jackendoff (1977: 31–32) proposes the alternative breakdown of the lexical
categories into binary distinctive features given in (17).

(17) a Nouns are+subj,−obj
b Verbs are+subj,+obj
c Adjectives are−subj,−obj
d Adpositions are−subj,+obj

This system gives somewhat different natural classes of categories from
Chomsky’s original system; noun and verb form a natural class for Jackendoff
but not for Chomsky, and so do adjective and adposition. Jackendoff asserts
that these natural classes are the most useful ones internal to the assumptions
of his (now-dated) theory. Jackendoff’s features+/−subj and+/−obj, how-
ever, have no more actual syntactic content than Chomsky’s+/−V, +/−N,
their more evocative names notwithstanding. The feature+/−subj was chosen
because verbal constructions and nominal constructions can both have subjects
in English (the pre-nominal genitive, in the case of NP), whereas adjectives and
prepositions do not. In the same way, the feature+/−obj invokes the fact that
verbs and prepositions can be followed by a bare NP object, whereas nouns
and adjectives in English cannot be. Jackendoff explicitly states, however, that
these are merely heuristic labels, not to be taken too seriously. He realizes that
his observations are not crosslinguistically robust: French nouns, for example,
do not take English-like subjects(*Jean livre ‘John(’s) book’, versusle livre
de Jean ‘the book of John’), and some Dutch adjectives can take NP comple-
ments. Even in English, a noun need not take a subject, and when it does not
have one it does not thereby become an adjective. Similarly, not all verbs take
an object, and those that do not are still not adjectives. Jackendoff’s feature
system is therefore not really any better than Chomsky’s for our purposes. Nor
are the natural classes of categories defined by (17) detectably more useful for
syntactic theory than those defined in (1) (Stuurman1985: ch. 4). Whereas I
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will agree with Jackendoff that whether a category takes a subject is a crucial
defining feature, I think it is a mistake to try to make the second distinction also
in terms of grammatical functions or argument structure. What is needed is a
truly orthogonal second dimension to the analysis.
Déchaine (1993) argues for asystemof lexical (and functional) categories that

has the same topology as Jackendoff’s, in that it makes noun and verb a natural
class opposed to adjective and adposition. She draws the distinction in terms
of a feature+/−referential, rather than+/−subject, however. Thus questions
about whether nouns truly have subjects (and whether adjectives do not) are
not problematic for her. In saying that nouns and verbs are both+referential,
she wants to capture the fact that nominal projections denote things with the
help of a determiner and verbalprojections denote propositions with the help
of a tense. Adjectives and adpositions, in contrast, are−referential. As such,
they form modifiers rather than primary projections, and they do not have
associated functional categories. D´echaine’s system is, perhaps, the best that
one can use with more or less arbitrary distinctive features. But it does not
escape the problems that beset all such frameworks: the problem that no simple
assignment of feature values leads naturally to an explanation of the various
syntactic properties of a given category.
Hale and Keyser (1993; 1997) also assume the same gross topology of lexi-

cal categories as does Jackendoff. Their primary concern is not to explicate the
nature of the lexical categories themselves but to use the lexical categories to ex-
plicate theta theory. They claim that verbs and prepositions take complements,
and nouns and adjectives do not; this is like Jackendoff’s+/−obj feature. They
also claim that adjectives and prepositions form predicates, requiring a subject,
whereas nouns and verbs do not. This is the exact opposite of Jackendoff’s
+/−subj feature. (The reversal is not as shocking as it might seem, however,
because Jackendoff and Hale and Keyser have different senses of “subject”
in mind: for Jackendoff, the subject of a given category is inside a projection
of that category, whereas for Hale and Keyser it is outside the projection.)
However, lexical categories have these propertiesonly at the abstract level of
lexical syntax in their system. Matters are significantly different in the more
directly observable level of syntax proper, where verb is the prototypical pred-
icative category, and nouns and adjectives can also take complements. Hale
and Keyser’s work was one of the motivating inspirations for my taking up this
topic, and one of my concerns will be to adapt their insightful analysis of the
differences between denominal verbs and deadjectival verbs. However, I seek a
version in which the fundamental properties attributed to the lexical categories
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are true at the level of the normal syntax, and this will lead me to some of the
opposite conclusions.
Somewhat farther afield are the alternative generative approaches, such

as Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), and Generalized Phrase Structure
Grammar. Although these depart from mainline Chomskian assumptions in
some important respects, they have not put forward a distinctive view of the
lexical categories. Bresnan (1982: 294–95, 301) endorses Jackendoff’s basic
idea and takes it up into LFG. She is more serious about having the feature
value+subj correspond to instances of a category that are predicated of some-
thing than Jackendoff was. But the disadvantage of this is that every lexical
category can have the+ value of this feature. The result is that the two fea-
tures+/−subject and+/−object do not define four syntactic categories in a
systematic way. Pollard and Sag (1994: 22–23), in contrast, seem less opti-
mistic about the value of decomposing the lexical categories into more primi-
tive features, despite their overall commitment to a feature-based theory. They
simply list noun, verb, adjective, and preposition as four possible values of their
“part of speech” feature. This feature is independent of the subcategorization
features associated with the head, and indeed of all the features that do most of
the syntactic work (see also Sag and Wasow [1999]).
Within Relational Grammar, Carol Rosen (1997) and Donna Gerdts have

explored the idea that nouns and adjectives are syntactically similar to unac-
cusative verbs. This claim is very similar to my (1996b: ch.6) analysis of nouns
in Mohawk. Like that view, theirs captures some significant-looking parallels,
but leaves unexplained the differences that force us to say that nouns are not
literally a subclass of unaccusative verbs.
The standard formal semantics literature also leaves someone interested in

the differences among lexical categories unsatisfied. The baseline assumption
within this tradition is that nouns likedog, adjectives liketall, and intransitive
verbs likewalk all start out as one-place predicates that denote sets and are
of type <e, t>. This is explicit in Siegel’s (1980) work on the adjective, for
example; see also Heim and Kratzer (1998: 62–63) for a recent discussion. Just
as in Chomskian theory, the preoccupation has been to capture the similarities
among the various categories – notably that they can all be used as predicates in
matrix sentences or small clause environments. Differences between the cate-
gories are blithely assumed to be syntactic or morphological in nature. (Larson
and Segal [1995] are somewhat unusual in including an explicit discussion of
what makes the lexical categories different. They appeal to some lesser known
distinctions in the philosophical semantic literature, particularly Geach [1962]
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and Gupta [1980]. Also relevant is Chierchia’s [1998] claim that nouns can
start out being of type <e>, rather than <e, t>. I will follow up these leads in
chapter3.)
In contrast to the generativists, functionalist linguists have had questions

about the nature of the lexical categories and crosslinguistic variation in cate-
gory systems quite high on their research agendas. Many leading functionalists
have discussed the matter at some length, including Dixon (1982), Hopper and
Thompson (1984), Givon (1984: ch. 3), Langacker (1987), Croft (1991), and
others. While I am not able to discuss all these works in detail, some over-
all trends can be identified. The characteristic leading ideas of the functionalist
views are that the lexical categories are prototype notionswith fuzzy boundaries
and that they are grounded in semantic and/or pragmatic distinctions. Hopper
andThompson (1984) andGivón (1984: ch.3) argue that thedifferent categories
typically differ in the temporal properties of the things that they refer to: verbs
denoteevents, which are dynamic, short-term states of affairs; adjectives denote
states or properties, which are typically medium-length states of affairs; nouns
denote things, which are long-term states of affairs. The emphasis is somewhat
different for Croft (1991), Hengeveld (1992), and Bhat (1994). These authors
distinguish the categories in terms of their prototypical functions in an act of
communication: nouns are words that are typically used to refer; verbs are typ-
ically used to predicate; adjectives are typically used to modify. (Langacker
[1987] blends aspects of both these two views: he distinguishes nouns from
adjectives and verbs in that only the latter are intrinsically relational [i.e. pred-
icative], whereas he distinguishes verbs from adjectives and nouns in that they
tend to denote aprocess that develops over time.) Theword “typically” is crucial
here. Nounscan be used as predicates in predicate nominal constructions, and
verbscan be used to refer to events in gerund constructions. These are not the
prototypical uses of thosewords, however, and extramorphological or syntactic
marking often accompanies them in their nontypical usage (see especially Croft
[1991: ch. 2]). As a result, these functionalist approaches are not vulnerable
to the discovery of simple counterexamples in the way that Jackendoff’s, Hale
and Keyser’s, or Bresnan’s theories are.
These functionalist approaches undoubtedly contain important grains of

truth, and the functionalist-typologists have collected valuable material on
what these issues look like across languages. Important landmarks are: Dixon
(1982), who called early attention to the issue of variation in category sys-
tems; Bhat (1994), who gives a more recent and comprehensive overview
of the issues; Wetzer’s (1996) and Stassen’s (1997) closely related works,
which have collected a large range of relevant material. I make frequent use of
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these authors’ empirical material and typological generalizations. Moreover,
my leading intuition about nouns and verbs (but not adjectives) is very similar
to Croft’s, Hengeveld’s, and Bhat’s – that nouns are somehow inherently suited
to referring and verbsare inherently predicative, other uses requiring the support
of additional morphosyntactic structure.
These debts and commonalities notwithstanding, I believe that there are sig-

nificant advantages to working out these intuitions within a more deductive,
generative-style framework. I take it that a crisper, more formal theory of the
lexical categories would be inherently desirable if one could be produced that
was adequately grounded in empirical fact. The very feature that insulates
functionalist approaches from easy counterexamples (its use of prototypes)
also prevents them from makingsharp predictions about the morphosyntax of
the lexical categories. A generative approach might support a richer deductive
structure, much as one can build a taller building on rock than on sand. Perhaps
then linguistic theory could get fartherbeyond the familiar insights of traditional
grammar than has been possible so far. Since we do not know that such a theory
is impossible, it is worth trying to develop one. I also refer interested readers to
Newmeyer (1998: ch.4) for a detailed discussion of the functionalist approach
to categories that shows how an informed formalist can remain unconvinced
by it.3

Another concern is what functionalist approaches imply about the nontypical
members of a category, beyond the fact that they can exist.Eat is a prototypical
instance of the category verb because it describes a process of limited dura-
tion, whereashunger is a less typical instance of a verb. This judgment about
prototypicality fits well with the fact thathunger is related to themore common
adjectivehungry, but there is no adjective equivalent toeat in English or other
languages. This is all well and good, but it says little about why the syntaxes

3 Newmeyer also makes the useful point that much of the gradation observable in which notions
are expressed by words of which category can be attributed to the learning process, rather than
to the theory of the categoriesper se. Learning is a pragmatic matter concerning language use
on anyone’s view. I touch on these matters, and the related question of why certain concepts
tend to be lexicalized with words of a given category, in chapter5. I also give a brief critique of
notionally based theories of the lexical categories there.
Let me also add a comment on functionalists’ attempts to find language-external grounding for

the lexical categories. Croft (1991: chs.2,3), for example, tries to explain the tripartite distinction
between nouns, verbs, and adjectives in terms of semantic distinctions between things, actions,
and properties, and the pragmatic distinctions between referring, predicating, and modifying. As
for the semantics, I am not sure that there is a language/mind-independent ontological difference
between things, events andproperties – at least not one thatmapsneatly into the lexical categories.
As for the pragmatics, I wonder why there are precisely these three pragmatic functions, no more
and no less. These “external groundings” look like different labels for the language-internal
noun/verb/adjective distinctions to me.
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of hunger andhungry are so different, even though they express essentially the
same property.Hungry differs from hunger in requiring a copula ((18a)), in
being able to modify a noun directly ((18b)), in not bearing past tensemorphol-
ogy ((18c)), in being compatible with degree expressions ((18d)), and in being
usable as a resultative secondary predicate ((18e)).

(18) a Chris hungers. versus Chris∗(is) hungry.
b a hungry person versus∗a hunger person
c Chris hungered. versus∗Chris (was) hungried.
d Chris is as hungry as Pat. versus∗Chris as hungers as Pat.
e ?The vet told them that they must walk their dog hungry each night. versus

∗The vet told them that they must walk their dog hunger each night.

In all these respects,hungry is identical to more prototypical adjectives like
small, andhunger is identicalto more prototypical verbs likeeat. If one is
interested in why this particular cluster of discrete consequences results from
which lexical category a particular word happens to be in, a prototype theory is
unlikely to hold the answer. Nor does the answer seem to lie in the nature of the
eventuality being described, sincehungry andhunger are a very close minimal
pair in this regard. This seems to be a job for a relatively autonomous theory of
grammar.
My view also differs rather sharply from the functionalist views of Croft,

Hengeveld, and Bhat when it comes to adjectives. These authors all claim that
it is the basic nature of adjectives to be modifiers, whereas I do not. I develop
the idea that all one needs to say about adjectives is that they are not inherently
predicative (like verbs) or inherently referential (like nouns). That they make
good modifiers can be derived as a theorem from this, as shown in chapter4.
This section is obviously not a full-scale comparison or critique of the theo-

retical approaches mentioned. Comparing frameworks built on different foun-
dations is a much more subtle and tricky process. These remarks are intended
only to situate my project in the larger context of the field, and to give pre-
liminary justification for approaching the topic in a particular way – from an
integrated formal perspective that emphasizes the differences among the lexi-
cal categories rather than (only) their similarities. Indeed, the task of full-scale
comparison is in a sense premature, given that there is not yet a credible P&P
theory worth comparing. My primary goal in this work is to provide such a the-
ory. I draw some comparisons on specific points in passing in the chapters that
follow, wherever that seems feasible and appropriate. Fuller cross-framework
comparison, however, will have to wait for another occasion, after it can be
judged to what extent my generative approach is successful in its own terms.
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1.4 Goals, methods, and outline of the current work

1.4.1 Goals
My goal then is to provide a theory of the distinctions among the lexical cat-
egories within a formal generative approach to language, thereby redeeming
the long-standing promissory note known as+/−N and+/−V. Such a theory
should provide a unified account of the range of grammatical environments
in which one lexical category can be used but not another, and of differences
in the internal structure of words and phrases headed by the various lexical
categories. The theory should also shed light on typological and parametric
issues, providing a principled way of resolving controversies about the cate-
gory inventories of particular languages. By doing so, it will lead to an answer
to the larger question of whether languages differ significantly in their lexical
category systems.
One sign of a successful theory is that it should apply to both “familiar” and

“exotic” languages with roughly equal ease and insight. To that end, I develop
and test my hypotheses with three sources of data in mind. Much data will
come from English, the Romance languages, and (to a lesser extent) Japanese –
languages that are spoken natively by many linguists and thathave been stud-
ied extensively from a generative point of view. A roughly equal amount of
data will come from three less-known languages that I have been able to study
intensively with consistent access to native speakers: the Amerindian language
Mohawk, theNigerian languageEdo, and (to a lesser extent) theBantu language
Chichewa. Finally, the book will be sprinkled with examples from other lan-
guages taken fromsecondary sources that seemclear and helpful, supplemented
in some cases by communicationwith peoplewho know those languages. Using
this third source of information is more feasible forthis project than for many
others, because the lexical categories are familiar from traditional grammar
and basic to grammatical systems; therefore, some information on this topic
is available in virtually all grammars. By keeping these three sources of in-
formation in balance, I hope to avoid the dangers of both superficiality and
parochiality. I do not attempt to construct a large and balanced sample of lan-
guages to test my ideas, the way that Hengeveld (1992), Wetzer (1996), and
Stassen (1997) have, but where possible I test my ideas against generalizations
that they have discovered, and use their lists to identify other languages worth
looking into.
Another sign of a successful theory is that it should explain both elementary

phenomena and subtle, sophisticated ones. For this reason, I try to account for
surprising contrasts among the lexical categories that occur in the corners of
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particular languages.At thesame time, I also try toaccount for contrastsbetween
the lexical categories that are so familiar that it is easy to forget that they do not
have a good theoretical explanation. For example, a subtle distinction between
verbs and other categories that emerges from the literature on unaccusativity is
that intransitive verbs can be unaccusative, but comparable nouns and adjectives
cannot. Burzio (1986) showed that some verbs allow their sole argument to
be expressed by the partitive cliticne, but comparable nouns and adjectives
do not:

(19) a Se ne rompono molti. (verb)
SE of.them break many (Burzio1986; Cinque1990)
‘Many of them broke.’

b ∗Ne sono buoni pochi (dei suoi articoli). (adjective)
of.them are good few (of his articles) (Cinque1990: 7)
‘Few of them (his articles) are good.’

c ?∗Ne sono professori molti. (noun)
of.them are professors many (Mario Fadda, personal communication)
‘Many of them (people who wear glasses) are professors.’

I seek to explain this rather obscure fact interms that also explain the obvious
fact that predicative nouns and adjectives need copulas in Englishmain clauses,
whereas verbs do not:

(20) a John ran.
b John∗(was) happy.
c John∗(was) a fool.

As for the noun–adjective distinction, Kayne (1984a: 139) notices that even
though a genitive noun phrase and a nationality adjective can both express the
agent in a derived nominalization ((21a,b)), only the genitive noun phrase can
bind a reflexive anaphor ((21c) versus (21d)).

(21) a Albania’s resistance
b the Albanian resistance
c Albania’s destruction of itself
d ∗the Albanian destruction of itself

I seek to explain this subtle contrast in terms that also explain the obvious fact
that bare nouns can appear in subject positions, but bare adjectives and verbs
cannot:

(22) a Water frightens me.
b ∗Poor frightens me.
c ∗Sing frightens me.
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Functionalists’ approaches rarely seem to get beyond the simplest data, whereas
generative approaches often seem obsessed by the most baroque details; I hope
to be responsive to both.
I will fail in these goals, of course, to varying degrees. But that is no excuse

for not having the right goals.

1.4.2 Background theoretical assumptions
The lexical categories are a topic that spans many of the traditional divisions of
linguistics, including inflectional morphology, derivational morphology, syn-
tax, and semantics. I intend not to worry much about these distinctions, but to
seek accounts of the differences among the categories that show up in all four
domains in a unified way. With respect to the morphology–syntax boundary,
this is a principled view: I believe that many aspects of morphology can in fact
be attributed to head movement and other syntactic processes (Baker1988c;
Baker1988a; Baker1988b; Halle and Marantz1993; Halle and Marantz1994;
Baker1996b). With respect to the syntax–semantics boundary, this is more a
view of convenience. For important parts of my theory, I present both a seman-
tic intuition and a syntactic principle or representational device that expresses
that intuition, leaving open questions about which of these is primary. On the
one hand, it could be that the semantics is primary, and the syntactic principles
and representations are notational conveniences that can be eliminated from
the theory. On the other hand, it could be that the syntactic representations are
primary, and the semantic effects emerge from them as we try to make use of
the peculiar cognitive representations we find in our heads. Or both could be
basic in their own domains, coexisting in a kind of natural, near-homomorphic
relationship. I will not much concern myself with which of these views is ulti-
mately correct. It will, however, be obvious that I am primarily a syntactician
by training and temperament. Therefore, while I take ideas from the semantic
literature at some points, I concentrate on those aspects of the problem that
have a syntactic side to them, and expect my proposals to be judged by those
criteria first. Beyond this general style of doing things, chapter5 contains a
discussion of what my research into the lexical categories seems to imply for
questions about how syntax, morphology, semantics, and the lexicon relate to
one another.
Next, aword about framework labels. I have chosen to present this research as

an instance of the Principles and Parameters framework, even though that label
is not used as often as the historically prior Government-Binding or the subse-
quent Minimalism. This is intended not only to express a quixotic longing for
a measure of the historical continuity and cumulativeness of “normal science,”
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but as the most neutral label for an inquiry that is broadly Chomskian in its
concerns and background assumptions. In practice, for much of what I say the
details of the framework are not particularly important, precisely because the
topic at hand is one that no stage of Chomskian linguistics has had much to say
about. Thus, the issues that arise are largely independent of those that charac-
terize the different stages of the theory. Much of the distinctive technologyof
Minimalism, for example, centers on the role of features of various kinds in
triggering movement, but the whole topic of movement is largely orthogonal
to my inquiry, overlapping it only in one particular area (section3.5). These
innovations are thus of little relevance to this book. Given this, it seems reason-
able to take themost generic label available, trying to achieve a kind of linguistic
lingua franca. I do not intend this as a rejection of recent Minimalist ideas. On
the contrary, I will have considerable use for the Bare Phrase Structure aspect
of Chomsky (1995: sec.4.3) in what follows, with its de-emphasis on X-bar
theory. A tacit effect of this is that I often do not distinguish very carefully be-
tween (say) a noun and the noun phrase it heads, the difference between the two
category types being of no theoretical significance within Bare Phrase Struc-
ture assumptions. This facet of the theory comes into its own particularly in
chapter4, where I explain the various contexts in which adjectives can appear.
In that sense, this work is Minimalist. The least Minimalist-looking feature of
my discussion will be the use of referential indices on nouns and noun phrases,
in violation of Chomsky’s (1995: 211) guideline of inclusiveness. But I take
this to be relatively insignificant in practice. My proposals can be recast in the
same way as the binding theory has been – as a particular notation that ex-
presses aspects of the interpretation of syntactic structures at the interface with
the conceptual intentional system. Those who are purer Minimalists than I are
invited to interpret it as such.
Beyond these general hints, I will not lead the reader through a systematic

outline of the theoretical background I assume here. Rather, I will try to use
linguistic notions that have a relatively broad currency, emphasizing their intu-
itive content. I also explain more particular theoretical notions as they come up
along the way.

1.4.3 Outline of leading ideas
Finally, I will outline the leading ideas of thiswork, and how they are distributed
over the chapters that follow. Chapter2 concentrates on the properties of verbs
that set them apart from the other lexical categories. The basic idea is that
only verbs are true predicates, with the power to license a specifier, which
they typically theta-mark. In contrast, nouns and adjectives need help from




